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ditions for the development of the
emerging class of FeIII-based MRI contrast agents†

Zsolt Baranyai, a Fabio Carniato, b Alessandro Nucera,b Dávid Horváth, ac

Lorenzo Tei, b Carlos Platas-Iglesias *d and Mauro Botta *b

Fe(III) complexes are attracting growing interest in chemists developing diagnostic probes for Magnetic

Resonance Imaging because they leverage on an endogenous metal and show superior stability.

However, in this case a detailed understanding of the relationship between the chemical structure of the

complexes, their magnetic, thermodynamic, kinetic and redox properties and the molecular parameters

governing the efficacy (relaxivity) is still far from being available. We have carried out an integrated 1H

and 17O NMR relaxometric study as a function of temperature and magnetic field, on the aqua ion and

three complexes chosen as reference models, together with theoretical calculations, to obtain accurate

values of the parameters that control their relaxivity. Moreover, thermodynamic stability and dissociation

kinetics of the Fe(III) chelates, measured in association with the ascorbate reduction behaviour, highlight

their role and mutual influence in achieving the stability required for use in vivo.
1. Introduction

The success and development of MRI as a diagnostic technique
of primary importance has been accompanied and facilitated by
the availability of metal-based contrast agents (CAs), which
allow very important objectives to be achieved: (i) increase the
signal intensity; (ii) decrease image acquisition times; (iii)
improve image contrast and thus the diagnosis of different
malignancies that could remain undetected using unenhanced
procedures; (iv) reduce artefacts and improve cost manage-
ment. The CAs currently used in clinical practice are small and
hydrophilic paramagnetic Gd(III) complexes that accelerate the
relaxation rates (R1 and R2) of proximate tissue water protons in
regions of agent accumulation.1 In addition to these low
molecular weight complexes, many other systems, from poly-
nuclear complexes to sophisticated nanosized structures,
supramolecular adducts or theranostic agents, have been
designed and developed for bio-medical applications and pre-
clinical research.2
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The success of Gd-based contrast agents (GBCA) was
possible thanks to the detailed understanding of the correlation
between the efficacy (relaxivity, r1) and the structural and
dynamic parameters that characterize these coordination
compounds. In summary, the key parameters are the tumbling
rate of the complex in solution (1/sR), the exchange rate (kex ¼ 1/
sM) of the water molecule in the inner sphere of coordination
and its distance (rGdH) from the metal centre, the electronic
relaxation times (T1,2e) of the paramagnetic ion and its hydra-
tion state (q).1,3 Despite the fact that the clinically used Gd(III)
chelates are generally very safe and very well tolerated by
patients, there has been recently some concerns related to (i)
a new disease, called nephrogenic systemic brosis, which was
associated with the administration of GBCAs to patients with
severely compromised kidney function4 and (ii) the retention of
small amounts of Gd in the tissues of patients exposed to
multiple MRI scans, although without any evidence that this is
associated with clinical harm.5 This has given a boost to
exploratory research activities focused on nding alternative
contrast enhancer based on different chemical species. One
obvious and effective approach is the development of contrast
agents based on paramagnetic metal ions with improved
tolerability. Among them, Mn(II) has received great attention
over the past few years, with some of the complexes showing
very promising properties.6 However, while it has been
demonstrated that Mn(II)-based MRI probes may have an effi-
cacy quite comparable to that of GBCAs, the challenges remain
open in achieving sufficient thermodynamic stability and
kinetic inertness for clinical applications.6 More recent reports
have also considered the use of high-spin Fe(III) complexes,7

which share the same d5 conguration with the Mn(II)
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 1H NMRD profiles at different temperatures (top) and 17O NMR
data (bottom) recorded for [Fe(H2O)6]

3+. The lines correspond to the
fits of the data as described in the text. The dashed curve under the
NMRD profiles represents the scalar contribution to r1 at 298 K.
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analogues, but with a superior safety prole, since iron is an
essential element for life present in 3–5 g in the human body.8

In particular, Schellenberger et al.9 showed that low molecular
weight Fe(III) complexes such as [Fe(CDTA)]� provide signicant
image contrast in vivo and present enhancement kinetics very
similar to Gd(DTPA)2�, (Magnevist®) a clinically used agent.
Subsequently, Gale10 and Morrow11 reported Fe(III) complexes
with relatively high relaxivities at the imaging elds. Alterna-
tively, Fe(II/III) complexes have been used for redox-dependent
paramagnetic chemical exchange saturation transfer (PARAC-
EST) applications or 19F MRI thermometers.12,13 Overall, these
recent results indicate a promising new way to design novel
contrast media for MRI, using an endogenous paramagnetic
metal alternative to Gd. Despite these important initial contri-
butions, the mechanisms responsible for water proton relaxa-
tion enhancement induced by Fe(III) complexes and the
relationships between the molecular parameters that govern r1
and the chemical structure have not been yet deciphered, pre-
venting the development of systems with optimal properties
through rational ligand design.

In this paper, we address some basic issues related to the
relaxation of the solvent water protons by Fe(III) ions in some
model systems, as a necessary initial step towards a detailed
evaluation of the efficacy of Fe(III) complexes as diagnostic MRI
probes. As stated by S. Koenig over 35 years ago, the Fe(III) ion
has the potential to be particularly suitable as anMRI probe due
to its relatively large magnetic moment and because it occurs in
vivo in a variety of forms.14 Thus, we report here the rst detailed
1H and 17O NMR relaxometric analysis, combined with theo-
retical calculations of four representative Fe(III) complexes:
Fe(EDTA)�, Fe(CDTA)�, Fe(DTPA)2� and the aqua ion
[Fe(H2O)6]

3+. In addition, thermodynamic, kinetic and ascor-
bate reduction studies on Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)� complexes
are reported to assess the overall stability of the complexes
(Scheme 1).
2. Results and discussion

The 1H nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion (NMRD) proles
recorded for the [Fe(H2O)6]

3+ complex, measured over an
extended range of Larmor frequencies, are presented in Fig. 1.
Since water exchange is a key dynamic parameter that oen
affects the relaxivity of metal complexes, we also measured 17O
transverse relaxation rates and chemical shis, which provide
direct access to kex. These data were obtained at low pH (pH ¼
0–0.5) to avoid the hydrolysis of the cation and formation of
hydroxo-species. 1H NMRD and 17O NMR data were reported
several years ago in separate papers.15,16 These studies provided
Scheme 1 Ligands discussed in the present work.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
markedly different 298sM values of 0.39 ms (1H NMR) and 14.7 ms
and 6.25 ms (17O NMR). The 1H NMRD proles show a disper-
sion in the range 1–20 MHz, as typically observed for low-
molecular weight Mn(II) and Gd(III) complexes. The relaxivity
of [Fe(H2O)6]

3+ increases above 20 MHz until ca. 100 MHz, and
then remains fairly constant up to 500 MHz. The 17O transverse
relaxation data are characteristic of a system in the slow
exchange regime, where T2r increases with increasing
temperature.

Initial attempts to t the 17O NMR and 1H NMRD data using
the same exchange rate failed and provided evidence that proton
exchange and the exchange of the whole water molecule occur in
different timescales. We therefore carried on a simultaneous t
of the two data sets using the established equations for para-
magnetic relaxation17 and assuming two different residence
times: 298sHM (1H) and 298sOM (whole water). The 17O NMR data
were analysed using the Swi–Connick equations,18 which
depend on longitudinal (i ¼ 1) and transverse (i ¼ 2) relaxation
times of the electron spin (Tie) as well as

298sOM and the hyperne
coupling constant AO/ħ. The whole set of equations used for the
analysis of the experimental data is reported in the ESI.† Given
the large number of parameters that affect the 17O NMR and
NMRD data, we estimated some of them with the use of DFT
calculations, while some others were xed to reasonable values.
Following our previous work on Mn(II) complexes,19 the 1H and
17O hyperne coupling constants and the distances between the
H atoms of the coordinated water molecules and the para-
magnetic centre were estimated from DFT calculations (Table 1).
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11138–11145 | 11139



Table 1 Parameters obtained from the simultaneous fit of 1H NMRD
and 17O NMR dataa

[Fe(H2O)6]
3+d Fe(EDTA)� Fe(CDTA)�

298r1 20 MHz [mM�1 s�1] 12.1 2.1 2.4
298D2 [1020 s�2] 4.2 � 0.3 27.0 � 1.4e 18.1 � 1.3e
298sV [ps] 5.3 � 0.3 2.8 � 0.1 3.4 � 0.2
AO/ħ [106 rad s�1] �99.3b,c �64.8b,c �62.8b,c
298sOM [ns] 25 000 � 3600 0.9 � 0.9 36 � 4.4
DHM [kJ mol�1] 31.4 � 4.4 30.5 � 1.4 51.5 � 9.9
298sR [ps] 60.7 � 1.5 35.1 � 1.7 48.4 � 2.3
ER [kJ mol�1] 17.9 � 1.0 25.2 � 2.4 21.1 � 2.3
q 6b 1b 1b

rFeH [Å] 2.69b,c 2.69b,c 2.70b,c

aFeH [Å] 3.5a 3.5a 3.5a

a Additional parameters xed for tting: EV ¼ 1 kJ mol�1; 298D ¼ 2.24 �
105 cm2 s�1; ED ¼ 20 kJ mol�1. b Parameters xed during the tting
procedure. c Values obtained with DFT calculations. d A scalar
contribution to relaxivity was included, with AH/ħ xed to the DFT
value of 8.6 � 106 rad s�1. An outer-sphere contribution to the
chemical shis with COS ¼ 0.038 � 0.007 was considered. Proton
exchange is characterized by 298sHM ¼ 756 � 129 ns and DHH

H ¼ 28.2 �
4.1 kJ mol�1 in 0.15 M HNO3 solution. e The activation energy for the
modulation of the ZFS ED ¼ 7.8 � 0.5 and 9.8 � 0.5 kJ mol�1 for
Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)�.

Fig. 2 1H NMRD profiles simulated for q ¼ 1 complexes of Fe(III), Mn(II)
and Gd(III) using the parameters determined for the corresponding
aqua-ions.
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These calculations were performed on [Fe(H2O)6]
3+$12H2O,

which includes 12 explicit second sphere water molecules. The
t of the data required including a scalar contribution to r1,
which depends on the hyperne coupling constant AH/ħ. The
scalar contribution was found to provide a small, but signicant
(z10%), contribution at low elds (<1 MHz).

The residence lifetime of the whole water molecule in the
Fe(III) coordination sphere is rather long (298sOM ¼ 25 ms). This
can be ascribed to the high charge-to-radius ratio of the cation
(cf. 298sOM ¼ 35 ns for Mn(II)).20 Water exchange appears to be
much faster however than estimated previously by Jordan
(298sOM ¼ 6.25 ms).16 The residence lifetime of water protons
obtained from 1H NMRD measurements is much shorter
(298sHM ¼ 0.76 ms, Table 1), which indicates that 1H exchange
receives an important contribution from prototropic exchange
under highly acidic conditions, as recently shown for Gd-
complexes bearing amide ancillary groups.21 Therefore, the
observed exchange rate k can be expressed as
k ¼ kH2O

ex þ kH½Hþ�, where kH2O
ex and kH are the rate constants

characterizing the exchange of the whole water molecule and
the prototropic mechanism, respectively. Since kH2O

ex ¼ 4.0 � 104

s�1 and kH ¼ 9.06 � 106 s�1 M�1, the prototropic exchange is
expected to provide the main contribution at the acidic pH
values required to avoid the hydrolysis of [Fe(H2O)6]

3+. These
results explain the discrepancies between the data reported
earlier on by Merbach and Bertini,15 and indicate that the
298sOM value calculated by Jordan is very inaccurate. Finally, it is
worth noting that the calculated kH value is 3–4 times larger
than that calculated through a pH-dependent study for
a cationic GdDOTA-tetraamide derivative.22

The inner-sphere contribution to relaxivity is given by eqn
(1), where q is the number of coordinated water molecules and
T1M is the relaxation time of a coordinated water molecule.
11140 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11138–11145
rIS1 ¼ q

55:55

1

T1M þ sM
(1)

At high magnetic elds (>20 MHz), T1M can be approximated
by eqn (2) and (3).

1
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þ 1

T1e
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In the case of low molecular weight Mn(II) and Gd(III)
complexes sM and T1e are generally in the ns timescale, while sR
is in the ps timescale, so that sc1 y sR.1 For [Fe(H2O)6]

3+ the
relaxation of the electron spin is faster and 298sHM is also rela-
tively long, and thus sc1 receives signicant contributions from
both T1e and sR at high magnetic elds, explaining the different
shapes of the 1H NMRD proles of Fe(III), Gd(III) and Mn(II)
complexes (Fig. 2). In detail, the NMRD prole simulated for
Mn(II) shows a dispersion in the range 0.01 to 0.1 MHz related to
the scalar contribution to relaxivity. The relaxivity decreases
above 1 MHz, reaching a value of ca. 2 mM�1 s�1 above 100
MHz. The lower relaxivity of Mn(II) at high elds is due to the
lower value of S(S + 1) compared with Gd(III), an effect partially
balanced by a shorter metal–proton distance of the coordinated
water molecule (rGdH and rMnH were estimated to be 3.1 and 2.83
Å, respectively).6 The relaxivity simulated for Fe(III) is relatively
low at low elds, as a result of a faster electron relaxation.
However, r1 calculated at high elds is comparable, or higher, to
that of Gd(III), which is explained by the contribution of T1e to
sc1, as well as by the short rFeH distance (2.69 Å, as estimated
using DFT). From these results we can draw the following
important conclusion: small Fe(III) complexes may provide
relaxivities quite comparable to those of GBCAs with the same
number of coordinated water molecules at the magnetic elds
commonly used in MRI.

Once the relaxometric properties of the [Fe(H2O)6]
3+ complex

were deciphered, we turned our attention to the complexes with
EDTA4� and CDTA4�, which are known to contain a water
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 1H NMRD profiles at 298 K for the complexes Fe(EDTA)� (blue
symbols) and Fe(CDTA)� (red symbols). The lower dashed curves show
the calculated outer-sphere contribution.
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molecule coordinated to the Fe(III) ion.23 Fe(EDTA)� represents
the prototype and model system of monohydrate iron(III)
complexes (q ¼ 1), but although some relaxometric data were
published in the mid-1980s,24 a complete and in-depth relaxo-
metric study is yet missing. In particular, it is known that at
neutral pH the Fe(III) ion is heptacoordinate with a water
molecule in its rst coordination sphere characterized by
a relatively fast exchange rate. We decided to carry out
a complete study of this complex, together with the corre-
sponding iron chelates of DTPA and CDTA, combining 1H e 17O
NMR relaxometric measurements. Both metal chelates have
a well-known pH-dependent chemical speciation (Fig. S3 and
S4†), which is reected in the corresponding dependence of r1
on pH, as shown in Fig. 3. Relaxivity is constant in the acidic
zone and up to pH ca. 6.5 for Fe(EDTA)� and 8.5 for Fe(CDTA)�,
where deprotonation of the bound water occurs followed by
hydrolysis and formation of more complex species.

Therefore, the relaxometric data were measured at pH ¼ 5.3
where only the species [FeL(H2O)]

� is present in solution. To
gain insight into the molecular parameters that control the
relaxivity of the Fe(III) species, 1H 1/T1 NMRD proles were
recorded at three different temperatures (283, 298 and 310 K)
over a range of magnetic eld strengths of 2.3 � 10�4 to 3.0 T,
which correspond to proton Larmor frequencies of 0.01–127
MHz (Fig. 4). An additional value at 500 MHz was measured
using a high-resolution NMR spectrometer. The proles of the
two complexes reproduce the characteristic properties observed
for the aqua ion, i.e.: a plateau at low elds, a dispersion around
10 MHz, a minimum around 50–70 MHz followed by a marked
increase with the observation frequency to give a large hump
centred around 300 MHz. The amplitude of the NMRD proles
(Fig. S11 and S12†) decreases with increasing temperature
across the entire range of observed frequencies (0.01–500 MHz).
This shows that the residency time of the coordinated water
molecule does not inuence r1, which implies that the systems
are in the condition of fast exchange. This agrees with the
conclusions of a previous 17O NMR study.25 Thus, the shape of
the proles conrms that, at magnetic eld values of clinical
MRI relevance, both molecular tumbling and electron relaxa-
tion inuence relaxivity. The latter increases with the increase
of the applied magnetic eld and is therefore responsible for
Fig. 3 pH dependency of the relaxivity, r1, at 298 K and 20MHz for the
complexes Fe(EDTA)� (blue symbols) and Fe(CDTA)� (red symbols).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the r1 increase at frequency values greater than 50 MHz. This in
an interesting and clearly distinct behaviour from that of the
small complexes of Gd(III) and Mn(II).

The effect of molecular tumbling appears to be relevant in
explaining the differences in the proles of the iron complexes
with EDTA and CDTA. In fact, while the molecular mass of
Fe(CDTA)� is about 15% greater than that of the EDTA complex,
its relaxivity values are about 20–25% higher (at 60 and 120
MHz).

Although there is no clear evidence of an inuence of the
water exchange rate, kex, in the NMRD proles, determining the
value of this parameter is very important, as it can become a key
factor in the development of neutral complexes or macromo-
lecular systems. An estimate of the kex values for the two Fe(III)
chelates were obtained about twenty years ago by measuring the
temperature dependence of the 17O line broadening over a wide
temperature range (273 to 388 K).23

A more accurate assessment is obtained by measuring the
temperature dependence of the solvent 17O NMR transverse
relaxation rates, R2, and shis, Du, of concentrated solutions of
the complexes and by performing a simultaneous global t of
the 1H and 17O NMR data.

We collected the data on 4.5 mM solutions of the complexes
at pH ¼ 5.5 and 11.75 T (Fig. 5).

The quantitative analysis of the 1H NMRD and 17O NMR data
of Fe(CDTA)� and Fe(EDTA)� was performed in a similar way
than for [Fe(H2O)6]

3+. The parameters characterizing the outer-
sphere contribution (298D, ED and aFeH) were xed, while the
values of AO/ħ and rFeH were estimated with DFT calculations
(Table 1). Seven-coordinate complexes with EDTA-like ligands
can give rise to two diastereoisomeric forms with capped
trigonal prismatic [CTP, D(d)/L(l) enantiomeric pair] and
pentagonal bipyramidal [PB, D(l)/L(d) enantiomeric pair]
coordination environments.26 Our calculations show that for
Fe(CDTA)� the CTP geometry is more stable than the PB one by
a Gibbs free energy difference of 23.6 kJ mol�1. However, the
two diastereoisomers are virtually isoenergetic in the case of
Fe(EDTA)�, with the PB isomer being favoured by only
0.1 kJ mol�1. Thus, the CTP diastereoisomer is likely the only
one present in solution for Fe(CDTA)�, while in the case of
Fe(EDTA)� both the CTP and PB isomers present signicant
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11138–11145 | 11141



Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of the reduced water 17O NMR
transverse relaxation rates (top) and chemical shifts (bottom) for the
complexes Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)�. Data measured at 67.78 MHz
(11.74 T).
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populations in solution. Nevertheless, the two isomers are
characterized by similar AO/ħ and rFeH values (Table S2†). The
analysis of the NMRD data did not require including a scalar
contribution to relaxivity, which is likely related to low AO/ħ
values of the proton nuclei of coordinated water molecules, as
suggested by DFT. Finally, the temperature dependence of
relaxivity could be well reproduced by allowing the zero-eld
splitting energy D to vary with temperature, following an
Arrhenius behaviour with activation energy ED. It is well estab-
lished that relaxation of the electron spin may be the result of
both transient and static ZFS contributions. For highly
symmetrical complexes such as [Fe(H2O)6]

3+, the ZFS energy is
very small (CASSCF/NEVPT2 calculations based on a CAS(5,5)
active space provide D ¼ 0.036 cm�1, Table S2†). In this case
electron spin relaxation originates from the transient ZFS,
which is associated with transient distortions of the metal
coordination environment occurring in solution. The static ZFS
corresponds to the averaged value of all congurations existing
in solution. The values of D2 obtained from the ts of the data
correspond toD¼ 0.28 and 0.23 cm�1 for [Fe(EDTA)(H2O)]

� and
[Fe(CDTA)(H2O)]

�, respectively. CASSCF/NEVPT2 calculations
give very similar D values for the two complexes (�0.13 cm�1).
The calculated values are reasonably close to the experimental
ones, taking into account that dynamic effects were not
considered in this study.

The values of the rotational correlation times 298sR are quite
consistent with the size of the complexes. The longer 298sR value
obtained for [Fe(H2O)6]

3+ is probably associated with the
11142 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11138–11145
presence of a well-dened second coordination sphere
promoted by the high positive charge density of the metal ion.
Water exchange is several orders of magnitude faster in
Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)� than in the aqua-ion. Water
exchange is also considerably faster for Fe(EDTA)� (k298ex ¼ 104�
107 s�1) than for Fe(CDTA)� (k298ex ¼ 2.8� 107 s�1). The k298ex value
obtained for Fe(CDTA)� is in reasonably good agreement with
previous estimates (1.3–1.7 � 107 s�1), while previous works
only based on 17O NMR data reportedmuch lower k298ex values for
Fe(EDTA)� (6.0–7.2 � 107 s�1).23 The k298ex value determined for
Fe(EDTA)� is endowed with a rather large error, as kex provides
a signicant contribution to T2r only at low temperatures.
Nevertheless, our combined 1H and 17O NMR data suggests that
previous works underestimated the water exchange rate in
Fe(EDTA)�. The lower water exchange rate determined for
Fe(CDTA)� can be attributed to the rigidifying effect of the
cyclohexyl backbone, which increases the energy cost required
to reach the transition state.27

The Fe(III) ion forms with the octadentate ligand DTPA
a purely outer sphere (OS) complex (q ¼ 0), hence it represents
an effective model to compare the measured r1 values with
those calculated for the OS contribution. The NMRD proles of
[Fe(DTPA)]2� were measured in the Larmor frequency range
0.01 to 500 MHz and at temperatures of 283, 298 and 310 K, at
neutral pH (Fig. S18†). The experimental and calculated OS
proles are completely similar in shape, while small differences
in amplitude are associated with small differences in aFeH and
in the parameters of the electron relaxation (Table S3†).

The assessment of the thermodynamic stability and kinetic
inertness of the metal-based contrast agents is important to
avoid the transmetallation and transchelation reactions with
the challenging endogenous components. In particular, Fe(III)
complexes can hydrolyse forming hydroxo- and oxo-complexes
at high pH values and can be transchelated by transferrins. In
fact, transferrins, like serum transferrin (sTf), ovotransferrin
(OTf) or lactoferrin (LTf), are strong Fe(III)-binding proteins with
one Fe(III)-binding site in each lobe.28 The human sTf and LTf
are known to bind Fe(III) with high affinity (log KFeTf ¼ 22.8,
log KFe2Tf ¼ 21.5), which requires the concomitant binding of
a synergistic bicarbonate anion.29 Since serum transferrin is
normally only 30% saturated with Fe(III), it retains a relatively
high capacity to compete with Fe(III)-complexes. Thus, we con-
ducted potentiometric titrations to determine the protonation
constants of the ligands (Table S1, details in the ESI†), while
spectrophotometric experiments were performed to determine
the equilibrium constants that describe solution speciation of
the Fe(III)–EDTA and Fe(III)–CDTA systems (Fig. S3 and S4†). The
stability constants (I ¼ 0.15 M NaNO3, Table 2) show that the
Fe(CDTA)� complex is signicantly more stable than
Fe(EDTA)�. The stability constants are signicantly lower than
those determined in 0.1 M KNO3 (log KFeL ¼ 29.05 and 24.95 for
Fe(CDTA)� and Fe(EDTA)�, respectively).25 This indicates that
the Na+ ion reduces the stability of Fe(III)-complexes due to its
interaction with the ligands. The equilibrium constants char-
acterizing the deprotonation of the coordinated water molecule
(log KFeLH-1) conrm that the hydrolysis does not occur at
physiological pH for Fe(CDTA)�, in perfect agreement with the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Equilibrium and rate (ki) constants, and half-lives (t1/2 ¼ ln 2/
kd) characterizing the stability and dissociation reactions of Fe(EDTA)�

and Fe(CDTA)� complexes (0.15 M NaNO3, 25 �C)a

Fe(EDTA)� Fe(CDTA)�

log KFeL 22.14(4) 24.36(2)
log KFeLH-1 7.51(1)b/7.41(2)c 9.50(2)b/9.58(4)c

k0 (s
�1) (5 � 1) �10�6 (3.2 � 0.5) �10�7

kOH (M�1 s�1) 1.0 � 0.2 (3.6 � 0.8) �10�3

kOH
2 (M�2 s�1) (1.4 � 0.2) �103 1.2 � 0.1

kd (s�1) at pH ¼ 7.4 2.9 � 10�6 2.1 � 10�9

t1/2 (h) at pH ¼ 7.4 66 8.9 � 104

E1/2 [mV vs. SCE]d �132.5 �150.5

a The denitions and equations used for the evaluation of the
thermodynamic and kinetic data are reported in the ESI. b From
spectrophotometric titrations. c From dissociation experiments.
d From ref. 25 (E(NHE) ¼ E(SCE) + 0.242 V).

Fig. 6 Values of T1e calculated with the parameters obtained from the
relaxometric data of Mn(II) and Fe(III) complexes with EDTA. The hori-
zontal lines indicate the range of sR values typical of small complexes
(35 to 100 ps).

Edge Article Chemical Science
relaxivity pH dependency showed above. At higher pH,
complexes form an oxo-bridged dimer. The equilibrium
constants characterizing dimer formation (KD and Kd, Table
S1†) conrm previous results that pointed to a lower tendency
of Fe(CDTA)� to form the oxo-bridged dimer than Fe(EDTA)�.25

The kinetic inertness of Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)� was
assessed by transchelation reactions with the HBED ligand,
which provided the rates characterizing the spontaneous
dissociation k0 and rst- and second-order hydroxide-assisted
dissociation rates (kOH and kOH

2, respectively, Table 2).30 The
comparison of the rate constants reported in Table 2 reveals
that the spontaneous and the rst and second order OH�

assisted dissociations of Fe(EDTA)� are about 15, 280 and 1200
times faster than those of Fe(CDTA)�. The signicantly slower
dissociation of the Fe(CDTA)� is explained by the structural
rigidity of the CDTA ligand due to the presence of the cyclohexyl
moiety on the ligand backbone,27 as observed for the Mn(II)
analogues.31 The dissociation rate constant (kd) of Fe(CDTA)

�

calculated near to physiological condition (pH ¼ 7.4, 25 �C), is
approximately 1000 times lower than that of Fe(EDTA)�, i.e. the
former complex is more inert.

It is worth highlighting that for Mn(II) complexes the kinetic
inertness is a crucial issue to achieve and typically they follow
an acid-assisted dissociation pathway. In general, they tend to
form less stable and inert complexes than Fe(III) (log KMnEDTA ¼
12.46; log KMnCDTA ¼ 14.32; t1/2MnEDTA ¼ 0.076 h; t1/2MnCDTA ¼
12.3 h (pH 7.4)).31

Importantly, FeIII-based compounds may participate in the
redox cycle by taking the electron from the reducing agent, which
is followed by its reduction and the concomitant electron
transfer to H2O2 (Fenton reaction). According to the concentra-
tion and the redox properties of the possible reducing agents in
human blood plasma, ascorbic acid is the most relevant candi-
date to involve FeIII-complexes into the Fenton reaction.32 The
redox stability of Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)� was investigated via
the reduction of the FeIII-complexes with ascorbic acid moni-
tored by spectrophotometry (pH ¼ 7.4, 25 �C in 0.15 M NaNO3).

According to the kinetic data, the electron-transfer occurs by
the formation of the ternary FeIIIL–HA intermediate between
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the ascorbate anion (HA�) and the FeIIIL complex, likely
through the substitution of the inner-sphere water molecule.
The formation of a similar ternary Fe(EDTA)–oxalate complex
was identied by the pH-potentiometric studies of the
Fe(EDTA)–oxalate system (FeIII(EDTA)–Ox: KFeL–Ox ¼ 275 M�1).33

The kHA rate constants characterizing the ascorbate anion
assisted reduction of Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)� were found to
be 8 � 2 and 3.0 � 0.2 M�1 s�1 at pH ¼ 7.4. By taking into
account the stability of the ternary FeIIIL–HA intermediates
(FeIII(EDTA)–HA�: KFeL–HA ¼ 75 � 15 M�1; FeIII(CDTA)–HA�:
KFeL–HA ¼ 40 � 5 M�1) and the in vivo concentration of the
ascorbate anion ([(HA�)] ¼ 43 mM),34 the ascorbate-assisted
reduction rate (kobs) and half-lives (t1/2 ¼ ln 2/kobs) of
Fe(EDTA)� and Fe(CDTA)� are 2.4 � 10�4 and 1.3 � 10�4 s�1,
(0.8 and 1.5 hours, respectively). Thus, the half-lives of the
complexes near physiological condition are about 83
(Fe(EDTA)�) and 59 000 (Fe(CDTA)�) times faster upon reduc-
tion than in the absence of the reducing agent.

Based on previous studies35,36 the ascorbate-assisted reduc-
tion rate constant of FeIIIL complexes is expected to decrease
with the electrode potential of FeIIIL, as conrmed by the 1.8
times slower reduction of Fe(CDTA)� with respect to Fe(EDTA)�.
Since the electrode potential is correlated to the thermodynamic
stability constant of FeIIIL, we emphasize that the thermody-
namic properties of the FeIII-complexes play a very important role
together to the kinetic ones for their in vivo applications. Ascor-
bic acid is a strong reducing agent (H2A / A + 2H+ + 2e� E0 ¼
0.39 V vs. NHE),37 however, the reduction potential is strongly
inuenced by the pH and the formation of the HAc and Ac�

radicals as intermediates. Thus, at physiological condition, the
electrode potential of the FeIII/FeII-complex redox couple should
be lower than �0.2 V vs. NHE to avoid the formation of FeII-
complexes and the occurrence of the Fenton reactions.37
3. Conclusions

We have shown here that monohydrated Fe(III) complexes are
very attractive candidates for the design of efficient MRI
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11138–11145 | 11143
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contrast agents, in particular at the high magnetic elds of
modern clinical scanners and of those used in animal studies.
The detailed multinuclear relaxometric analysis over a wide
range of proton Larmor frequencies, performed for the rst
time for Fe(III) complexes, revealed some key differences as
compared to related Mn(II) and Gd(III) complexes. The relaxivity
of Fe(III) complexes at high elds receives contributions from
both sR and T1e, which assume values of the same order of
magnitude between ca. 1.5 and 3 T (Fig. 6). On the other hand,
T1e is considerably longer for Mn(II) and Gd(III) complexes,
hence T1e affects relaxivity only below �10 MHz. We anticipate
that optimization of both T1e and sR will allow obtaining Fe(III)
complexes with effectiveness (relaxivity) even higher than that
of the commercially available and clinically used agents.

Another important conclusion of the present work is that the
properties of Fe(III) contrast agent candidates must be tuned to:
(i) increase the pKa of the coordinated water molecule well
above physiological pH, (ii) obtain kinetically inert complexes,
for example by ligand rigidication, and (iii) shi the reduction
potential of the complex out of the biological window (E0 <
�0.2 V vs. NHE), to avoid complex dissociation upon reduction
and also triggering the Fenton reaction.

In this perspective, coordination chemistry appears to be
able to play an important role as two structurally very similar
compounds such as the iron(III) complexes of EDTA and CDTA
have markedly different pKa values of bound water. The small
structural differences between the two chelates also result in
signicantly different kex values and suggests the possibility of
modulating this parameter through a suitable chemical design,
as successfully happened in the case of Gd(III) complexes. Even
the kinetic inertia seems signicantly depend on structural
aspects seemingly minor. Then, the CDTA scaffold is clearly
better suited for the design of Fe(III)-based MRI contrast agents
than it is EDTA.

It will be necessary to understand, at least from an empirical
point of view through the collection of a large number of new
data, if it is conceivable to optimize the electronic relaxation
time with an appropriate design of the ligand as this would
allow to increase the relaxation and tune the frequency value
corresponding at its maximum value. So, while much remains
to be done, we hope that these results may represent useful
guidelines for the development of metal-diagnostic probes of
improved safety, biotolerability and efficacy.
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